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Abstract

The ability of few-shot learning (FSL) is a basic require-
ment of intelligent agent learning in the open visual world.
However, existing deep learning systems rely too heavily
on large numbers of training samples, making it hard to
learn new categories efficiently from limited size of training
data. Two key challenges of FSL are insufficient compre-
hension and imperfect modeling of the few-shot novel class.
For insufficient visual comprehension, semantic knowledge
which is information from other modalities can help replen-
ish the understanding of novel classes. But even so, most
works still suffer from the second challenge because the sin-
gle global class prototype they adopted is extremely unsta-
ble and imperfect given the larger intra-class variation and
harder inter-class discrimination in FSL scenario. Thus,
we propose to represent each class by its several different
parts with the help of class semantic knowledge. Since we
can never pre-define parts for unknown novel classes, we
embed them in a latent manner. Concretely, we train a gen-
erator that takes the class semantic knowledge as input and
outputs several filters of class-specific semantic latent parts.
By applying each part filter, our model can pay attention to
corresponding local regions containing each part. At the in-
ference stage, the classification is conducted by comparing
the similarities between those parts. Experiments on sev-
eral FSL benchmarks demonstrate the effectiveness of our
proposed method and show its potential to go beyond class
recognition to class understanding. Furthermore, we also
find when semantic knowledge is more visualized and cus-
tomized, it will be more helpful in the FSL task.

1. Introduction
It is challenging to learn novel categories well from a

limited number of training samples because the success of

today’s deep learning systems significantly depends on the

size of the training set [30]. On the contrary, humans can

learn new categories rapidly even with very few training

samples [5]. This inspires the possibility of few-shot learn-

ing (FSL). In addition, the ability of FSL is essential for in-

telligent agents to actively learn in the open visual world [2].

There are two key challenges of FSL which are insuffi-

cient comprehension and imperfect modeling of the novel

class. The first challenge is intuitive since the limited train-

ing samples lead to inadequate visual comprehension of the

novel class. In this case, semantic knowledge (which is

information from other modalities) can be rather helpful

in FSL [38, 50, 55]. Furthermore, we argue that semantic

knowledge is actually indispensable in FSL because of the

ambiguity when representing a class by very few samples.

For example, assuming that a novel class has only one sup-

port image as shown in the top-left picture of Fig.1(a), even

humans tend to be confused about whether this class is ’hat’

or ’fennec fox’ or ’fox’. Thus, it is necessary to use seman-

tic knowledge to replenish the definition of the novel class.

Besides, existing semantic-using FSL methods still face

the second challenge which is imperfect modeling of the

novel class. The reason is that most FSL methods repre-

sent each class by a single global prototype which is ex-

tremely unstable and imprecise caused of its large variance

of posture, environment, illumination, occlusion, and so on.

As shown in Fig.1(a), both intra-class variation and inter-

class confusion are exacerbated in the few-shot scenario.

Therefore, a single global representation is not enough for

FSL, and more precise local information contained in se-

mantic parts is necessary. As a result, we propose to repre-

sent each class by its several different parts with the help of

class semantic knowledge. Compared with the large intra-

class variations of a single global class representation, each

part has fewer dimensions of variation, so often fewer sup-

port images are enough to represent each part of the class.

Besides smaller intra-class variations, representing class by

its parts can also obtain better inter-class discrimination.

Fig.1(b) shows the example, by comparing the discrimi-

native semantic parts (such as ears, snout, leg, etc.), two

overall similar classes can be better told apart. In summary,
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(a) A single global class representation is unstable and easily confused in FSL.

Ear: floppy, soft

Snout: long, thick

leg: long, hairless

Ear: big, pointed, stand

Snout: thin and pointed

leg: short and furry

(b) Representing a class by its different parts is more stable and precise.

Figure 1: The motivation of our latent parts embedding. (a) Previous works using a single global embedding to represent a

class will lead to large intra-class variations (unstable prototype caused by posture variance, occlusion, and scene changing

which are sensible in FSL) and poor inter-class discrimination (easily confused between overall-similar classes when using

imprecise global embedding as class representation). (b) Our method represents each class by its parts with the help of class

semantic knowledge. The variations of each part are much smaller, which means our representation is more stable in FSL

scenario. And our part-based classification is more precise, so overall-similar classes can be better told apart.

parts-based representation is more suitable for the FSL task.

In order to represent each class by its parts, the first step

is to know what parts this class contains and then obtain

parts embeddings. As shown in Fig.1(b), we first use se-

mantic knowledge of each class to generate several class-

specific part filters. It is worth noting that we can never

pre-define parts for unknown novel classes, so here each fil-

ter corresponds to a class-specific latent part (ideally, ‘large

and pointed ears’). By using those filters to perform con-

volutional operations, different latent parts based on local

regions (like the region of large ears) can be discovered. At

last, we conduct the spatial reweight pooling operation to

get the embedding of each part. Those latent parts embed-

dings (LPE) together form the class representation. In ad-

dition, we transfer part-level visual prior from base classes

to refine these LPEs. This makes sense because for each

novel class, different part tends to be similar to different

base classes’ part (e.g., the merlion’s head resembles the

lion’s head while its tail is similar to the fish’s). Therefore,

a part-level prior transfer is more reasonable than the classic

class-level transfer and we will verify its effectiveness later.

Then in the testing stage, we will compare the query with

all novel classes one by one under each LPE representation

so as to calculate the part-level similarity between the query

and each novel class. The final score will be the weighted

average of the part similarity scores. Experiments on sev-

eral few-shot learning datasets not only demonstrate the ef-

fectiveness but also show its potential to go beyond class-

level recognition to part-level understanding. Furthermore,

by comparing the performance of different semantic sources

(e.g., Word2Vec [29], CLIP semantic embeddings [31], and

attributes), it can be concluded that more visualized and

customized semantic knowledge is more useful in FSL.

2. Related Work

Few-shot learning. The introduction of FSL can be

traced back to 2006 in [12]. This work proposed the basic

approach to deal with FSL which is to learn the hard way

of some base classes so as to facilitate the learning of few-

shot novel classes. Different from the above work based

on bag of visual words [39, 57], Matching Networks [44]

is the first to adopt deep learning in FSL and has many

follow-up works. From the perspective of how to transfer

prior from base classes to novel classes, current methods

can be divided into three main streams [18, 47]. The first

one is data-based method whose aim is to generate suffi-

cient training data for novel class [1,17,37]. The second one

is optimization-based method where generalized initializa-

tion and efficient optimization strategies are designed, like

MAML [14] and LSTM-based method [32]. The last one

is metric-based method in which classification is performed

according to the distance in feature space [16, 40, 41, 44].

Recently, there emerges some rethinking works of FSL like

the task is unrealistic and too simple [6,14], a good embed-

ding is better than complicated meta-learning methods [42].

Similarly, in this paper we rethink that semantic knowledge

is indispensable for FSL otherwise class definition will be

ambiguous as mentioned above.

Semantic-using few-shot learning. In recent years,

there has been a trend of using semantic knowledge to as-

sist FSL. The inspiration for using semantics comes from a
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closely related topic, i.e., zero-shot learning (ZSL) [10, 21,

22]. The semantic knowledge source can be attributes [22],

embeddings from pre-trained language models [27], knowl-

edge bases [7], etc. In this paper, we will explore different

semantic sources in our framework to find which semantic

is more suitable for FSL. Different previous methods use

semantic in different granularity, like task-level [9], class-

level [8, 46, 50, 52], and part-level [55].

Part-based object understanding. Since objects are

made by parts, part-based disentanglement is of vital im-

portance for object understanding. In object detection, there

are some classic part-based models like DPM [13] and its

follow-up works [3, 28]. In these methods, all parts are

well-defined. However, in FSL scenario, the large variety

of categories causes the diversity of parts and we can never

pre-define the parts for novel classes. So in our framework,

we perform latent parts discovery instead of using explicit

pre-defined parts. To that end, we use class semantic knowl-

edge as the guide. Actually, many recent works in FSL are

already focusing on the local representation [9, 25, 48, 56].

However, these methods ignore the importance of semantic

knowledge that can be really helpful in parts discovery.

3. Approach
Fig.2 shows the framework of our proposed method

which will be described in detail in the following subsec-

tions. We introduce the class-specific latent parts filters gen-

eration module in §3.1 and latent parts discovery module

in §3.2. Then, §3.3 describes how to transfer latent parts

representation from similar base classes. After that, §3.4

demonstrates part-based classification pipeline of the query

image. At last, we describe the training strategy and loss

functions of our framework in §3.5.

Problem Formulation. The target of FSL is to learn

how to learn novel classes based on M base classes (de-

noted as Yb). A typical testing protocol is the N-Way, K-

Shot setting, which means there are N novel classes (de-

noted as Yn) in each few-shot learning task where the base

classes and novel classes are disjoint, i.e., Yb∩Yn = ∅. We

use the index {1, ...,M} to represent the base classes and

{M+1, ...,M+N} to represent the novel classes. The base

classes dataset (denoted as Dbase) has plenty of samples per

class, while the novel class dataset named support set (de-

noted as Dnovel) has only K labeled samples per class. As

we can see, Dnovel = {(xi, yi) | xi ∈ X , yi ∈ Yn}N×K
i=1 .

X ⊆ R
dv×H×W denotes the dv dimension visual space

which keeps the spatial information of visual feature map.

Apart from visual space, we leverage semantic knowledge

S = {sc ∈ R
ds}M+N

c=1 of both base and novel classes like

other works, where the ds is the dimension of semantic

space. And in this paper, we try to adopt different semantic

knowledge as the source. At last, the goal of FSL is to learn

the classifiers for novel classes ffsl : X → Yn.

3.1. Class-specific Latent Parts Filters Generation

Here we introduce the convolutional filter generators,

each of which corresponds to a class-specific latent part of

this class. As shown in the yellow-background region in

Fig.2, this module generates P convolutional filters inde-

pendently based on class semantic knowledge. These filters

will be used for latent parts discovery in the next step.

Concretely, the input of this module is the class semantic

vector sc ∈ S . And the module outputs are P convolutional

filters. As shown in Fig.2, there are P different MLPs: {φp :
R

ds → R
dv×1×1}Pp=1. Every MLP independently maps

the class semantic vector from semantic space to a 1 × 1
convolutional filter in visual space. Take the p-th MLP φp

as the example:

filtercp = φp(s
c). (1)

Thus filtercp ∈ R
dv×1×1 is the 1 × 1 convolutional filter

corresponding to the p-th latent part of the class c. Simi-

larly, we can get P convolutional filters for each class. In

the following subsections, we will conduct the latent parts

discovery on the visual feature map based on these gener-

ated class-specific latent parts filters.

3.2. Latent Parts Discovery

After class-specific latent parts filters generation, each

class has P convolutional filters [filterc1, ..., filtercP ]. Now

we use these filters to perform latent parts discovery on spa-

tial feature maps of the support set images.

As shown in the green-background region in Fig.2, every

filter will be used to perform a convolutional operation on

spatial feature map xc ∈ R
dv×H×W generated by feature

extractor (without the last global pooling layer) and get the

spatial activation map:

ac
p(x

c) = sigmoid(xc � filtercp), (2)

where (xc, c) ∈ Dn
c is one support sample of class c,

Dn
c ⊂ Dnovel is the subset of the support set which con-

tains the samples belonging to class c, filtercp ∈ R
dv×1×1

is the p-th 1 × 1 filter of class c, and � denotes the con-

volutional operation. Therefore, each value in the spatial

activation map ac
p(x

c) ∈ R
H×W represents how likely this

local region contains the corresponding latent part of this

class. It is worth noting that the last operation is a sigmoid

function, thus the activation value is bounded between [0,1].

After the above convolutional operation, for each support

image we get P spatial activation maps corresponding to P
latent parts of this class. Then we use these spatial activa-

tion maps to perform region-based attention and weighted

average pooling on the original spatial feature map. We use

the activation values as the pooling weights. Therefore, we

can get P latent parts embeddings. Since the weighted aver-

age pooling is based on region attention, we call this process
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Figure 2: The framework of our proposed latent parts embeddings method. It contains three steps to obtain the final class

representation. (1) Generate P convolutional filters from class semantic knowledge. Each filter corresponds to one latent part

of the class. (2) Utilize these filters to perform latent parts discovery by spatial reweight pooling operation and get P latent

parts embeddings. (3) Transfer part-level visual prior from base classes to the novel class so as to refine the final latent parts

embeddings. At last, these latent parts embeddings together form the class representation of the current novel class.

latent parts discovery. Take the p-th latent part embedding

derived from support image as an example:

LPE scp(x
c) = GAP(xc ⊗ ac

p(x
c)), (3)

where ⊗ denotes Hadamard product (i.e., element-wise

product), and GAP is the global average pooling. In other

word, we perform a spatial reweight pooling operation on

xc to get the latent part embedding LPE scp(x
c) ∈ R

dv .

3.3. Part-level Prior Transfer from Base Classes

So far, we get P LPEs for each support image xc. How-

ever, the representation is still facing the unstable problem

caused by too few labeled samples. Therefore, in this sub-

section, we try to explicitly transfer visual prior from base

classes to novel classes, so the LPEs can be more stable and

precise. The most interesting thing here is that we perform

part-level transfer instead of the classic class-level proto-

type transfer. Actually, it makes more sense to transfer prior

knowledge at the part level since the similarity between two

categories is always at the part level (e.g., merlion and lion

are similar in the head part while merlion and fish are simi-

lar in the tail part).

Unlike previous works using one classification weight

for each base class, our framework has P classification

weights that correspond to P latent parts of each base class.

In other words, we also use latent parts embeddings to rep-

resent base classes. Thus, the classification weight for base

class j is W j = [W j
1 , ...,W

j
P ] ∈ R

dv×P , where W j
p ∈ R

dv

is the weight corresponding to the p-th LPE. Now we can

transfer visual prior from classification weights of base

classes W base = {W j}Mj=1 to class c:

LPE tcp(x
c) =

∑
j∈Yb

cos
(
ψp · LPE scp(x

c),kj
p

) ·W j
p,

(4)

where ψp ∈ R
dv×dv is a learnable matrix corresponding

to the p-th latent part, {kj
p ∈ R

dv}Mj=1 are M learnable

keys corresponding to the p-th latent part, and ψp trans-

form the p-th latent part embedding LPE scp(x
c) to a query

vector, which will be used to perform cosine similarity cal-

culation with kj
p to determine how much of this base class’s

LPE W j
p should be transferred. By transferring visual prior

knowledge from base classes, we model the final LPE of xc

as the combination of LPE scp(x
c) and LPE tcp(x

c):

LPEp(x
c) = λ1×LPE scp(x

c)+λ2×LPE tcp(x
c), (5)

where λ1, λ2 ∈ R are learnable coefficients.

Note that in N-Way K-Shot setting, each novel class has

K support samples, here we average all K LPEs along the

shot dimension to obtain the final LPEs of the novel class c:

LPEc
p =

1

|Dn
c |

∑
(xc,c)∈Dn

c

LPEp(x
c), (6)

where |Dn
c | = K. At last, we obtain the final LPE of novel

class c: LPEc = [LPEc
1, ...,LPEc

P ] ∈ R
dv×P .

3.4. Part-based Query Classification

Based on these final latent parts embeddings of novel

classes, now we can perform the few-shot classification.
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Figure 3: The classification pipeline based on our latent parts embedding. To obtain classification scores, we assume the

query to be novel class 1 to N respectively (in this figure we only demonstrate one class c), and calculate the part-level

similarity under each novel class’s LPE representation. The final score is the weighted average of the part similarity scores.

As shown in Fig.3, for query sample q ∈ R
dv×H×W , our

framework will compare the query with N novel classes one

by one under each LPE representation so as to calculate

the similarity between query q and each novel class. Con-

cretely, to verify whether the query belongs to class c, we

first calculate the latent parts activation maps {ac
p(q)}Pp=1

by performing P convolutional filters of class c to query q
just like the process mentioned in 3.2:

ac
p(q) = sigmoid(q � filtercp). (7)

Based on these spatial activation maps, P latent parts em-

beddings of query LPE qc = [LPE qc
1, ...,LPE qc

P ] can

be calculated as:

LPE qc
p = GAP(q ⊗ ac

p(q)). (8)

Then based on the query’s LPE LPE qc
p and the LPE

of novel class c LPEc
p, the cosine similarity for p-th latent

parts embedding can be calculated as

scorecp(q) = cos
〈
LPE qc

p,LPEc
p

〉
. (9)

We model the final similarity score as the weighted sum

of P LPE similarities:

scorec(q) =
1∑P

p=1 weight
c
p

P∑
p=1

weightcp · scorecp(q),

(10)

where the weight coefficients weightc =
[weightc1, ...,weight

c
P ] ∈ R

P are generated by a learnable

MLP g : Rds → R
P which takes the semantic vector as

input and output the weight coefficients:

weightc = g(sc). (11)

It is worth noting that MLP g is designed to leverage the

class semantic knowledge to learn the importance of each

latent part with respect to each novel class.

3.5. Training Strategy and Loss Functions

Unlike most previous FSL works containing two training

stages, we conduct a one-stage end-to-end training by the

meta-learning strategy. There are three loss functions. The

first is the loss on base classes which contains 2 parts, one

is standard cross-entropy loss while the other is LPE-based

cross-entropy loss (the objective of the second term here is

to learn the part-level base prior W base mentioned above):

Lbase =− log
exp

(
W

i�
q′ + b

i
)

∑|Yb|
j=1 exp

(
W

j�
q′ + b

j
)

− log
exp

(
scorei(q′)/τ

)
∑|Yb|

j=1 exp (score
j(q′)/τ)

,

(12)

where (q′,i) is one of the base query samples, W
j

and b
j

are standard base classification weight and bias for class j
respectively, τ is the scalable coefficient for cosine similar-

ity making it more suitable for cross entropy calculation.

The second loss is few-shot classification loss corre-

sponding to the classification process mentioned above:

Lfsl = − log
exp (scorec(q)/τ)∑N

c′=1 exp (score
c′(q)/τ)

, (13)

where (q,c) is the query sample of the fake novel class sam-

pled from base classes to simulate the few-shot scenario (no

real novel samples are used since this is in meta-training).

The third loss is a divergent loss which is introduced for

learning different P latent parts:

Ldiv =

N∑
c=1

P∑
i=1

P∑
j=1,j �=i

< LPEc
i ,LPEc

j >

‖LPEc
i‖2

∥∥LPEc
j

∥∥
2

, (14)

We model the final loss function as the combination of

these three losses by coefficient λ and λdiv:

L = Lbase + λLfsl + λdivLdiv. (15)
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4. Experiments
In this section, we first introduce the experiment setting,

then verify the effectiveness of our proposed method, and

then give some visualization results of our methods, fol-

lowed by benchmark comparisons.

4.1. Datasets and Settings

Datasets. We conduct our experiments on 4 widely used

FSL benchmarks, i.e., miniImageNet [44], tieredImageNet

[34], CIFAR-FS [4], and CUB [45]. MiniImageNet and

tieredImageNet are derivatives of ImageNet dataset [36],

CIFAR-FS is derived from CIFAR-100 dataset [20,43]. The

summary can be found in the supplementary material.

Semantic knowledge source. As for benchmarks with-

out semantic knowledge annotations (e.g., class-aware at-

tributes annotations) such as miniImageNet, tieredIma-

geNet, and CIFAR-FS, previous works always leverage pre-

trained Word2Vec models such as GloVe [29] as the seman-

tic source. In this paper, we take a further step and try to

leverage more visualized and customized semantic knowl-

edge source like the semantic encoder of CLIP [31]. The

dimension of GloVe vectors is 300 and the dimension of

CLIP semantic embedding is 512. It is worth noting that,

to avoid unfair comparison, only the pre-trained semantic

encoder of CLIP will be used in this paper, and CLIP vi-

sual encoder will not be used. Given that CLIP is trained

to align visual and semantic space, the semantic encoder of

CLIP is accurately a more visualized semantic knowledge

source. As for benchmarks with semantic annotations such

as CUB, the customized attributes annotations which have

312 dimensions can be used as the semantic knowledge.

Implementation details. We implement our code us-

ing PyTorch framework1. Following most previous works

[8,16,24,26,35,48], we utilize a ResNet-12 as our backbone

for all datasets. We also change the number of filters from

[64,128,256,512] to [64,160,320,640] same as most of pre-

vious works [19, 23, 33, 42]. The class-specific latent parts

filter generators are P MLPs, with 2 fully connected layers

and the LeakyReLU nonlinearity layer between them. Net-

work g designed for learning importance for each part is an

MLP too, with 2 fully connected layers and the LeakyReLU

nonlinearity layer between them, followed by sigmoid non-

linearity. Inspired by [11], we use Z-Score as the normaliza-

tion of feature representation. Other parameters such as λ1,

λ2, and temperature t are tuned during end-to-end training.

More details can be found in the supplementary material.

4.2. Effectiveness of the Proposed Method

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed

method, we verify each part of our framework in the order

1The codes are available at both http://vipl.ict.ac.cn/zygx/dm/ and

https://github.com/MartaYang/LPE

of the pipeline, including performance comparison when

using different semantic sources, the effectiveness of LPE

representation, the effectiveness of prior knowledge trans-

fer, and the influence of hyperparameters such as P and λ.

(1) The effectiveness of different semantic knowl-
edge sources. Since our method tries to leverage seman-

tic knowledge to guide the latent parts discovery which is

a more difficult task than other semantic using methods,

the robustness of semantic knowledge is rather important.

Therefore, apart from commonly-used Word2Vec, we ex-

plore more visualized and customized knowledge source

CLIP semantic which established the alignment between

visual space and semantic space. Tab.1 shows the com-

parison results on miniImageNet when using different se-

mantic sources to guide the LPE representation. As we can

see, both the result of using CLIP semantic (the 1st row of

Tab.1) and using GloVe (the 2nd row of Tab.1) significantly

outperform the result of no semantic baseline (the 3rd row

of Tab.1), which shows the effectiveness of semantic using.

In addition, by comparing the result of CLIP and GloVe, us-

ing CLIP as the semantic source outperform GloVe which

means more visualized semantic is more powerful in FSL.

Table 1: Comparison result on miniImageNet when using

different semantic knowledge sources.

Semantic source 5-Way 1-Shot 10-Way 1-Shot

CLIP semantic 71.64±0.40 53.20±0.28

GloVe 68.28±0.43 50.06±0.28

no semantic 65.57±0.44 48.64±0.29

The experiments above demonstrate CLIP semantic em-

bedding is better than GloVe word embedding, now we

compare the results of CLIP semantic embedding and cus-

tomized annotations on CUB where every bird class in this

dataset has precise attribute annotations. As shown in Tab.2,

the performance when using attribute annotations is better

than CLIP. The reason is that coarse-grained CLIP semantic

embeddings will not work well in the fine-grained setting.

Attribute annotation is more customized semantic knowl-

edge of CUB classes so it outperform the CLIP semantic.

Table 2: Comparison result on CUB when using different

semantic knowledge sources.

Semantic source 5-Way 1-Shot 10-Way 1-Shot

CUB attributes annotations 85.04±0.34 77.74±0.27

CLIP semantic 80.76±0.40 67.70±0.33

no semantic 77.35±0.44 64.91±0.35

To sum up, from the results on miniImageNet and CUB

(i.e., annotations > CLIP > GloVe), we can draw the con-

clusion that when the semantic knowledge is more visual-

ized and customized it will help more in FSL.

(2) The effectiveness of LPE representation. As shown

in Tab.3, when we set number of latent parts P to 1, there

is a significant decline in FSL performance compared with

P = 5. Note that when P = 1, it degenerates to the global
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class embedding. This ablation result shows that latent parts

embedding is better than global class embedding so as to

demonstrates the effectiveness of our key module.

Table 3: Ablation study of our proposed LPE representation

on miniImageNet and CUB.

Models
miniImageNet

5-Way 1-Shot

CUB

5-Way 1-Shot

5 LPEs (i.e., P=5) (ours) 71.64±0.40 85.04±0.34

1 LPE (i.e., P=1) (ablation) 64.03±0.46 76.95±0.44

(3) The effectiveness of visual prior transfer from
base classes. As shown in Tab.4, there is a decline in FSL

performance if don’t perform the transfer, which shows the

importance of the visual prior knowledge transfer from base

classes. It is also worth noting that the effectiveness comes

from the more human-like transfer mechanism. As men-

tioned above, it makes more sense to transfer visual prior

based on part-level instead of class-level.

Table 4: Ablation study of our proposed part-level visual

prior transfer from base classes on miniImageNet and CUB.

Models
miniImageNet

5-Way 1-Shot

CUB

5-Way 1-Shot

w/ transfer (ours) 71.64±0.40 85.04±0.34

w/o transfer (ablation) 64.33±0.46 77.39±0.45

(4) The influence of the latent parts number P. Fig.4

gives the 5-Way 1-Shot accuracy of different P on validation

set of miniImageNet and CIFAR-FS. The best performance

is achieved when P = 5, so we set P = 5 for testing. The

accuracy rises with the growth of P since more latent parts

can offer more precise modeling of novel classes. However,

after reaching the peak at P = 5, the accuracy presents a

declining trend when P further increases. The reason is that

parts of interest for a class are always limited. Too many

parts may cause redundancy and even bring in noise.

Figure 4: The effect of the number of latent parts P on the

validation set of miniImageNet and CIFAR-FS.

(5) The influence of the loss weight coefficient λ. Fig.5

shows 5-Way 1-Shot results when setting different weight

coefficients λ on the validation set of miniImageNet and

CIFAR-FS. From Eq.15, a larger λ means more weight on

few-shot classification loss. As we can see, when λ is too

small, the few-shot classification loss is suppressed by stan-

dard cross-entropy loss on base classes, making the perfor-

mance remains the same as baseline. And with the growth

of λ, the accuracy presents a rising trend, because the LPE

representation can be trained more sufficiently. In addition,

after reaching the peak at λ = 2.0, the accuracy slightly

drops as λ increases. This is because that cross entropy loss

on base classes is also essential for feature space training so

we set λ = 2.0 for testing as the balance of these losses.

Figure 5: The effect of few-shot loss weight coefficient λ
on the validation set of miniImageNet and CIFAR-FS.

4.3. Dive Deep into Latent Parts

In order to explore what exactly novel classes’ latent

parts are, we visualize the activation map ac
p as shown in

Fig.6. Results in different columns correspond to different

latent parts of the corresponding novel class. Firstly, as we

can see P activation local regions are different for the same

support image, which demonstrates different latent parts in-

deed capture different aspects of the category. Secondly, the

visualization results show that similar parts are highlighted

in the same columns (e.g., the breast part of different birds

are activated in the 1st column of Fig.6, and the head and

tail parts are activated in the 3rd column of Fig.6). This

phenomenon demonstrates that the same latent parts filter

generator tends to discover similar parts or attributes. This

shows the potential of our model to align with real semantic

parts and the potential of part-based class understanding.

Figure 6: Visualization results of the activation regions of P
(=5) latent parts on novel classes of CUB. The redder region

means higher activation value.

4.4. Benchmark Comparisons and Evaluations

After verifying the effectiveness of the proposed meth-

ods, in this subsection we compare our method with other

SOTA FSL methods. Tab.5 shows the results on mini-

ImageNet and tieredImageNet dataset. Note that TriNet,
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Table 5: Comparisons with popular FSL approaches in average classification accuracies (%) on miniImageNet and tieredIm-

ageNet. We report the average classification accuracies with 95% confidence intervals. “Sem.” denotes whether to leverage

semantic knowledge.

Models Backbone Sem.
miniImageNet tieredImageNet

5-Way 1-Shot 5-Way 5-Shot 5-Way 1-Shot 5-Way 5-Shot

Matching Networks (NIPS’16) [44] 4Conv No 43.56±0.84 55.31±0.73 - -

MAML (ICML’17) [14] 4Conv No 48.70±1.84 63.11±0.92 51.67±1.81 70.30±1.75

ProtoNet (NIPS’17) [40] 4Conv No 49.42±0.78 68.20±0.66 53.31±0.89 72.69±0.74

Dynamic-FSL (CVPR’18) [15] 4Conv No 56.20±0.86 72.81±0.62 - -

wDAE-GNN (CVPR’19) [16] WRN-28-10 No 61.07±0.15 76.75±0.11 68.18±0.16 83.09±0.12

MetaOptNet (CVPR’19) [23] ResNet-12 No 62.64±0.61 78.63±0.46 65.99±0.72 81.56±0.53

DeepEMD (CVPR’20) [56] ResNet-12 No 65.91±0.82 82.41±0.56 71.16±0.87 86.03±0.58

RFS (ECCV’20) [42] ResNet-12 No 64.82±0.60 82.14±0.43 71.52±0.69 86.03±0.49

Neg-Cosine (ECCV’20) [26] ResNet-12 No 63.85±0.81 81.57±0.56 - -

ODE (CVPR’21) [51] ResNet-12 No 67.76±0.46 82.71±0.31 71.89±0.52 85.96±0.35

IEPT+ZN (ICCV’21) [11] ResNet-12 No 67.35±0.43 83.04±0.29 72.28±0.51 87.20±0.34

TPMN (ICCV’21) [48] ResNet-12 No 67.64±0.63 83.44±0.43 72.24±0.70 86.55±0.63

DeepBDC (CVPR’22) [49] ResNet-12 No 67.83±0.43 85.45±0.29 73.82±0.47 89.00±0.30

TriNet (TIP’19) [8] ResNet-18 Yes 58.12±1.37 76.92±0.69 - -

AM3 (NIPS’19) [50] ResNet-12 Yes 65.30±0.49 78.10±0.36 69.08±0.47 82.58±0.31

LPE-GloVe (ours) ResNet-12 Yes 68.28±0.43 78.88±0.33 72.03±0.49 83.76±0.37

LPE-CLIP semantic (ours) ResNet-12 Yes 71.64±0.40 79.67±0.32 73.88±0.48 84.88±0.36

Table 6: CIFAR-FS results.Test setting is the same as above.

Models
CIFAR-FS

5-Way 1-Shot 5-Way 5-Shot

MAML (ICML’17) [14] 58.9±1.9 71.5±1.0

ProtoNet (NIPS’17) [40] 55.5±0.7 72.0±0.6

MetaOptNet (CVPR’19) [23] 72.0±0.7 84.2±0.5

RFS (ECCV’20) [42] 73.9±0.8 86.9±0.5

TPMN (ICCV’21) [48] 75.5±0.9 87.2±0.6

LPE-GloVe (ours) 74.88±0.45 85.30±0.35

LPE-CLIP semantic (ours) 80.62±0.41 86.22±0.33

Table 7: Results on CUB. Test setting is the same as above.

Models
CUB

5-Way 1-Shot 5-Way 5-Shot

TriNet (TIP’19) [8] 69.61±0.46 84.10±0.35

MultiSem (CoRR’19) [38] 76.1 82.9

FEAT (CVPR’20) [54] 68.87±0.22 82.90±0.15

DeepEMD (CVPR’20) [56] 75.65±0.83 88.69±0.50

VS-Align (ICMR’21) [52] 77.03±0.85 87.20±0.70

IEPT+ZN (ICCV’21) [11] 73.54±0.48 87.82±0.30

LPE-CLIP semantic (ours) 80.76±0.40 88.98±0.26

LPE-attributes (ours) 85.04±0.34 89.24±0.26

AM3, and our method leverage semantic knowledge while

other methods do not leverage semantic knowledge. As

we can see, our method outperforms other semantic using

methods and achieves the highest performance especially

in the 5-Way 1-Shot setting. It is also worth noting that by

the help of semantic knowledge, our method outperforms

TPMN [48] which also adopts part-level representation but

in unimodal setting. In addition, as shown in Tab.6, our

method also gets competitive results on CIFAR-FS.

Like many other semantic-using FSL methods [38, 50,

53], the performance gain derived from semantic will de-

cline when the number of shots gets larger because the vi-

sual embedding itself gets more stable and accurate when

there is more visual information. As the saying goes “a pic-

ture is worth a thousand words”, the assistance from seman-

tic knowledge will drop down in the larger shot scenario.

However, as shown in Tab.7 when using more customized

semantic knowledge (e.g., attributes annotation in CUB) our

methods can still have an advantage in larger shot scenarios.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we propose to represent a class as the com-

bination of several latent parts embeddings (LPE) with the

help of class semantic knowledge. Each part has fewer vari-

ations and can be more easily represented by fewer sam-

ples, and the classification based on parts is more accurate,

so LPE is more suitable for the FSL task. In addition, we

propose to transfer part-level visual prior from base classes

to novel classes which makes more sense since the similar-

ity between the two categories is actually at the part level.

From extensive experiences, we find out that (a) semantic

knowledge is indispensable for replenishing the definition

of the novel class otherwise FSL task will somewhat be am-

biguous because of limited training samples, (b) the more

visualized and customized semantic source is more useful

in FSL, and (c) our method has potential for real semantic

parts discovery in FSL which is a vital step from class-level

object recognition to part-level object understanding.
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